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I. INTRODUCTION

The Decision by the United States Census Bureau to exclude a “Middle Eastern or North African” (MENA) category raises concerns about the ability of the US Census Bureau to conduct an accurate count of the United States immigrant population.\(^1\) The resulting inaccuracies have severe consequences for these populations. Without accurate data, these populations cannot access needed aid and government services. Overall, this lack of information leads to a huge blind spot regarding bias and discrimination affecting these immigrants. This Current Development argues the US Census Bureau should include a MENA category in the census to generate data about these populations and adopt the combined question with detailed checkboxes model to produce the best data about MENA immigrant communities. First, this Current Development will review the current census form and its categories. Then it will recount the efforts to incorporate a combined question with a detailed checkboxes model. Finally, it will explain why a separate category is necessary to promote the well-being of MENA individuals.

II. THE US CENSUS

A. Purpose of the Census

Accurate census data is vital to the function of our democracy. The population count influences the design of state legislative districts and grants a certain allocation of seats in the United States House of Representatives.\(^2\) Furthermore, over 600 billion dollars each year are appropriated to communities across the
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United States. This funding supports programs involving public health, transportation, education, and community development. The census is also used for redistricting school district assignment areas. Arguably most essential, the census data is used to research populations’ needs, resulting in catered aid and economic, social, and political support.

B. *The Race Question on the Census*

Question seven of the census asks, “What is Person X’s race?” The form includes the following categories underneath the Race question: “White; Black or African American; American Indian or Alaska Native; Chinese; Filipino; Asian Indian; Vietnamese; Korean; Japanese; other Asian; Native Hawaiian; Samoan; Chamorro; other Pacific Islander; some other race.” Under the census, the “White” category encompasses “all individuals who identify with one or more nationalities or ethnic groups originating in Europe, the Middle East, or North Africa. Examples of these groups include, but are not limited to, German, Irish, English, Italian, Lebanese, Egyptian, Polish, French, Iranian, Slavic, Cajun, and Chaldean.”

According to the Bureau, racial data is used to create statistics about race, analyze other statistics within racial groups, help federal agencies monitor compliance with anti-discrimination provisions, monitor growth patterns, document social inequalities, and ensure compliance with federal restrictions on diluting minority voting power through redistricting. Furthermore, this data provides the groundwork for implementing (and monitoring) a vast range of civil rights laws and policies, including fair political representation, voting reforms, and equal access to housing, education, healthcare, and the workforce.

III. MENA TREATMENT ON THE US CENSUS

A. *Past Efforts*

Arab Americans first began being labeled as White in the early 20th century. Fearing harsh limitations on immigration, Lebanese and Syrian immigrants wished to be omitted from the Asian Exclusion Act of 1924, which
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blocked Asian immigration to the United States and therefore lobbied Congress to be identified as Caucasian.\textsuperscript{13}

However, years later, MENA Americans suffer the consequences of this misidentification.\textsuperscript{14} Like many immigrant populations, assimilation into American society has been used as a benchmark to demonstrate success. MENA immigrants considered adopting whiteness as a method of survival and were all too happy to accept the label.\textsuperscript{15} However, a post-9/11 world highlighted just how different these populations were from one another.\textsuperscript{16} MENA faced renewed discrimination and alienation. As a result of the world’s perception of Arab Americans, the white category became too restrictive and prevented MENA individuals from understanding their population’s trauma.\textsuperscript{17} Instead, MENA populations needed their own Census category in order to understand their unique individuality and meet the need for a distinct MENA identity. As a result, they lobbied to include a separate category for MENA populations on the census.\textsuperscript{18}

The Census Bureau finally agreed to research the benefits of including a MENA Category through the 2015 National Count Test. The 2015 National Count Test concluded that having a MENA category on the US Census would elicit higher quality data. After conducting interviews with participants of the study, the Bureau concluded that a “combined with checkboxes” model elicited better data because far fewer MENA selected “Some other Race” (SOR) and saw their category reflected in the questionnaire.\textsuperscript{19} This is extremely positive behavior because it indicates that if a MENA category were adopted onto the official census, the data would be consistent and far more accurate. Researchers will finally be able to study trends, and the population will see helpful data in the future. Thus, the Census Bureau recommended the MENA category be included in the 2020 census.\textsuperscript{20}

Despite these results, the Trump administration reversed the Census Bureau’s decision and refused to add a MENA category to the 2020 census, claiming more research and testing was needed.\textsuperscript{21} The MENA populations were devastated.\textsuperscript{22} This move was considered an effort to erase MENA
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populations, which has real-world consequences for these communities. Congresswoman Rashida Tlaib, in an impassioned speech, explained “circling white” on the census changed her “lived experience as a person of color” in the United States. “I am not white. I’m not . . . When I sit on this form and I look at it, I don’t see myself represented on this form. And I think that’s a huge issue for people like me . . . We will be invisible for another decade.”

B. Consequences

Combining MENA populations with European populations eliminates opportunities for MENA immigrant populations to benefit from the census. The “White” category, even with its write-in option, is insufficient to understand the MENA population as a whole. Unlike populations belonging to other distinct racial categories groups, MENA populations cannot be studied and even counted accurately without this category. In fact, the Census Bureau severely undercounts the MENA population, claiming it to be 2.1 million when in reality, the MENA population consists of about 3.7 million individuals. This substantial undercount restricts MENA access to rights and services, leads to inadequate growth data, and fails to protect MENA communities’ rights.

Furthermore, without accurate data, these populations cannot access needed aid and government services. For example, MENA does not have appropriate access to language assistance programs for voters because, under Section 203 of the Voting Rights Act, the census identifies which minority language populations have a significant need for access to foreign language ballots and translation services at polling places. Without census data about these populations, MENA would not qualify for voter assistance.

Absent appropriate health data, MENA Americans’ health is at risk. Because data about MENA populations cannot be accurately disaggregated from the rest of the White population, researchers cannot address ethno-specific diseases, such as diabetes rates and lactose intolerance. As a result, MENA populations have restricted access to information regarding their
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nutrition and healthcare.\textsuperscript{27} Furthermore, the elderly and disabled are prevented from accessing tailored health services they otherwise should have received.\textsuperscript{28}

Moreover, because MENA Americans are considered “White,” they are barred from opportunities provided to minority students in higher education. They are less likely to receive diversity-based financial aid,\textsuperscript{29} and colleges seeking to promote diversity treat MENA students the same as other White students because an influx in MENA has no impact on their statistics.\textsuperscript{30}

Overall, this lack of information leads to a huge blind spot regarding bias and discrimination affecting these immigrants. A MENA category will also facilitate enhanced tracking of hate crimes and civil rights violations.\textsuperscript{31} Housing and employment discrimination trends will also be monitored and studied. In sum, the addition of a MENA category will provide these communities with a chance for a greater overall quality of life.

IV. CONCLUSION

Unfortunately, it is too late to include MENA in the 2020 census. While this population is subjected to yet another decade of invisibility, past efforts by community leaders and experts demonstrate the possibility that one day MENA will no longer be forced to repress their unique identity and select “White.” This lack of data collection leads to the refusal to provide basic protections and services to these communities, especially to those who need it most. To remedy this harm and to prevent future harms, MENA individuals deserve the freedom to identify and be recognized as exactly who they are on the United States census.
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